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Capalbo & Belltawn — Discussionp
• Cap-and-Trade: highly complicated to identify 

issues in the program, such as determining the issues in the program, such as determining the 
baselines and allowance allocations, defining and 
measuring offsets, & monitoring compliance.

b li l i i l d b• Carbon tax policy: relative simpler to adopt but 
still challenging
▫ “We should tax what we burn  not what we earn ” – Al  We should tax what we burn, not what we earn.  Al. 

Gore, 2008. 
• No matter of what to be adopted, are American 

illi  t  h  th  t f th  ibilit ?willing to share the cost of the responsibility?
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de Miranda & Monti — Discussion

• Brazil creates a good model adopting renewable 
energy and mitigating carbon emissions over the energy and mitigating carbon emissions over the 
past few years

• The significant variation in carbon prices ($0.3 The significant variation in carbon prices ($0.3 
— $111.0/tCO2e during 2009) suggests that the 
market is still “young”

• Can the development of Brazilian’s program 
apply to other developing or even developed 

icountries?  



Additional Thoughtsg

• Depending on design of carbon market structure 
or establishment of carbon policies to control or establishment of carbon policies to control 
CO2 emission across countries is very challenge
▫ If the system cannot be built domestically, how If the system cannot be built domestically, how 

can we ask other countries to make the move?
• The awareness of the responsibility of mitigating 

carbons for the next generation in the decision 
makers and the public is the key to make those 

li i  d/  t  kpolicies and/or systems work


